Dichaptic-visual form matching in adults.
Although previous visuo-dichaptic matching studies report hemispheric asymmetries in spatial-form perception, more recent studies have failed to support these findings. Three cross-modal matching experiments examined hemispheric asymmetries in adult spatial-form matching. In the first experiment, subjects simultaneously felt two eight-point or 12-point tactile shapes patterned after Vanderplas and Garvin (1959) for four seconds and were then required to identify both shapes from a visual response array. Results showed subjects were significantly better identifying eight point shapes. A marginally significant feeling hand by pointing hand interaction indicated that recognition accuracy was higher when shape ipsilateral to the pointing hand was identified. In the second experiment, only one of the two tactile shapes had to be identified from the visual array. Results showed a significant interaction between complexity and feeling hand, where the left and right feeling hands were respectively better at identifying 12-point and eight-point shapes. The third experiment was an attempt to more directly examine the Witelson (1976) experiment using her spatial-form stimuli. Results showed no significant laterality nor stimulus-response compatibility effects. These findings are discussed in terms of cerebral asymmetry and stimulus-response compatibility models.